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	Leverage the power of Blend to create, modify, and reuse applications and components for Windows using a practical, hands-on guide


	About This Book

	
		Discover how to add storyboard and animation to the applications
	
		Find your way across the Blend IDE
	
		A practical approach to using SketchFlow to create, package, and communicate designs before actual implementation



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is aimed at developers and designers who are new to Blend and looking to learn Blend, not just practically, but also conceptually. This book does not assume any knowledge about Blend on the part of developers; however, some experience in design or development might be useful in understanding the concepts faster, but this book explains everything very simply so that you are able to understand everything with little or no effort.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Learn about layouts and controls offered by Blend and how to use them
	
		Understand the need for and purpose of XAML and how to use it in Blend applications
	
		Create applications for Windows 8
	
		Add behaviors and states to our applications
	
		Explore vector graphics
	
		Create user and custom controls and reuse them across applications
	
		Understand data binding and use it in our applications



	In Detail


	Creating applications with compelling graphics has been one of the main goals of client applications, and with the arrival of WPF, Silverlight, and HTML5 it is much easier than ever before to create interactive and rich user interfaces.


	Blend for Visual Studio 2012 by Example Beginner's Guide will give you a good grounding in creating Windows, Web, and Windows Phone applications. You will also look at the various layouts and controls available in Blend and how we can create animations and behaviors in Blend.


	Towards the end, you will be aware of the various capabilities that are available in Blend out of the box.
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Camera Networks: The Acquisition and Analysis of Videos over Wide Areas (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Vision)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2012


	Camera networks is a highly interdisciplinary area of research that has been very active over the

	last few years. In this book, we focus specifically on the topic of video understanding in camera

	networks and touch upon the other related areas (e.g., communication resources, machine learning,

	cooperative control of multi-agent...
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HLSL and Pixel Shaders for XAML DevelopersO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Pixel Shaders are one of the more powerful graphic tools available for XAML programmers.
	
		I first encountered them in the Windows Presentation Foundation 3.5 SP1 release
	
		and was completely smitten. It didn’t take long to learn that I could create custom
	
		shaders, commonly called Effects in WPF, and add them to...
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Vue.js 2 Design Patterns and Best Practices: Build enterprise-ready, modular Vue.js applications with Vuex and NuxtPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become an expert Vue developer by understanding the design patterns and component architecture of Vue.js to write clean and maintainable code.

	
		Key Features

		
			Craft highly modular applications by exploring the design patterns and component architecture of Vue.js
	
			Enforce a...
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Oracle Procure-to-Pay Guide (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2009
Some of the greatest technological advancements in business have been made in the procure-to-pay processes, not only in automation, but also in connectivity between the supplier and the purchaser. As with all areas, when technology steps in and automates the processes, the steps required to perform the automation are swept away, where they linger,...
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Multimodal Brain Image Analysis: Third International Workshop, MBIA 2013, Held in Conjunction with MICCAI 2013, Nagoya, Japan, September 22, 2013, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Workshop on Multimodal Brain Image Analysis, MBIA 2013, held in Nagoya, Japan, on September 22, 2013 in conjunction with the 16th International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer Assisted Intervention, MICCAI. The 24 revised full papers presented were...
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The Curve Shortening ProblemCRC Press, 2001

	Although research in curve shortening flow has been very active for nearly 20 years, the results of those efforts have remained scattered throughout the literature. For the first time, The Curve Shortening Problem collects and illuminates those results in a comprehensive, rigorous, and self-contained account of the fundamental results.
...
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